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7 Abstract

8 Purpose Currently, there are many functional knee bra-

9 ces, but very few designed to treat the posterior cruciate

10 ligament (PCL). No PCL braces have been biomechani-

11 cally validated to demonstrate that they provide stability

12 with proper force distribution to the PCL-deficient knee.

13 The purpose of this review was to evaluate the history and

14 current state of PCL bracing and to identify areas where

15 further progress is required to improve patient outcomes

16 and treatment options.

17 Methods A PubMed search was conducted with the terms

18 ‘‘posterior cruciate ligament’’, ‘‘rehabilitation’’, ‘‘history’’,

19 ‘‘knee’’, and ‘‘brace’’, and the relevant articles from 1967

20 to 2011 were analysed. A review of the current available

21 PCL knee bracing options was performed.

22 Results Little evidence exists from the eight relevant

23 articles to support the biomechanical efficacy of nonoper-

24 ative and postoperative PCL bracing protocols. Clinical

25 outcomes reported improvements in reducing PCL laxity

26 with anterior directed forces to the tibia during healing

27 following PCL tears. Biomechanics research demonstrates

28 that during knee flexion, the PCL experiences variable

29 tensile forces. One knee brace has been specifically

30 designed and clinically validated to improve stability in

31PCL-deficient knees during rehabilitation. While available

32PCL braces demonstrate beneficial patient outcomes, they

33lack evidence validating their biomechanical effectiveness.

34Conclusions There is limited information evaluating the

35specific effectiveness of PCL knee braces. A properly

36designed PCL brace should apply correct anatomic joint

37forces that vary with the knee flexion angle and also pro-

38vide adjustability to satisfy the demands of various activ-

39ities. No braces are currently available with biomechanical

40evidence that satisfies these requirements.

41Level of evidence IV.

42

43Keywords Posterior cruciate ligament � Brace �

44Functional � Rehabilitation

45Introduction

46What are the available posterior cruciate ligament (PCL)

47bracing options that have been validated for patients with

48PCL injuries? Immediately following the first cruciate

49ligament reconstruction performed by Mayo Robson in

501903, it is unlikely that a stability brace was available to

51the patient during healing and rehabilitation [22]. However,

52significant advances in orthopaedic care and treatment have

53occurred since then and today there are a plethora of

54options for functional knee braces. Despite the wide variety

55of functional braces available, very few cater specifically to

56the stability of PCL, which is the main provider of resis-

57tance to posterior translation of the tibia relative to the

58femur [13]. None of the PCL braces available have been

59biomechanically evaluated to demonstrate that they pro-

60vide proper force distribution to the knee, but one brace

61currently exists with clinical evidence reporting improve-

62ments in patient outcomes [17].
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63 While numerous options exist for functional bracing of

64 the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), the large variety of

65 brace functions and specifications to fit an ACL-injured

66 patient’s needs do not exist for the PCL-injured patient.

67 Injuries to the ACL occur in approximately 80,000 indi-

68 viduals per year in the United States, creating the large

69 market for ACL braces [12]. Historically, research on knee

70 ligament injuries has focused on the ACL, perhaps due to

71 the greater number of ACL versus PCL injuries per year.

72 The incidence of PCL tears in acute traumatic knee injuries

73 is associated with 3–37 % of all knee injuries [13]. This is

74 certainly a large range and is difficult to quantify or vali-

75 date an accurate estimation of the number of PCL injuries

76 in patients. The percentages reported are accurate based on

77 the methods used to diagnose knee injuries but vary heavily

78 depending on the group or surgeon’s specialty due to dif-

79 ferences in patient population. For example, an orthopaedic

80 surgeon who mostly treats athletes will tend to see a lower

81 incidence of PCL tears, while a trauma surgeon who treats

82 individuals in an emergency room with high-velocity

83 injuries will see a higher rate of PCL injuries [8].

84 The PCL has been reported to suffer more partial tears

85 than the ACL, and isolated grade I-II PCL injuries have

86 been reported to have a high potential for good clinical

87 outcomes following nonoperative treatment [3, 4, 6, 15, 19,

88 28, 29]. Due to these healing capabilities, a grade I–II PCL

89 tear has the potential for satisfactory healing in a properly

90 reduced knee joint.

91 We have reviewed the history of PCL bracing from

92 the first functional Lenox Hill derotation knee brace to the

93 current options available today [3]. An overview of

94 the analysis of the PCL with respect to biomechanical

95 function, degree of injury, rehabilitation and bracing

96 options to provide stability to the injured PCL knee joint

97 follows. The purpose of this review was to evaluate the

98 history and current state of PCL bracing and to identify

99 areas where further progress is required to improve patient

100 outcomes and treatment options.

101 Materials and methods

102 A literature search was performed using the PubMed

103 MEDLINE database (PubMed) with combinations of the

104 keywords ‘‘posterior cruciate ligament’’, ‘‘rehabilitation’’,

105 ‘‘history’’, ‘‘knee’’, and ‘‘brace’’ (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

106 pubmed). Searches also included rehabilitation procedures

107 and clinical outcome studies for patients undergoing non-

108 surgical rehabilitation and surgical procedures to repair or

109 reconstruct the PCL. The biomechanical considerations and

110 properties of the PCL were analysed through a keywords

111 literature search to elucidate the characteristics a knee

112 brace should have pertaining to the PCL. Further relevant

113publications were obtained and analysed, which were

114found from the reference sections of the initially identified

115manuscripts. A review of the past and current knee braces

116available to patients was performed to determine the braces

117available to PCL-injured patients and identify any research

118attempting to biomechanically or clinically validate the

119existing options. The rehabilitation protocols and options

120for PCL-injured patients were reviewed.

121Results

122History of knee bracing for PCL deficiency

123When performing an English language literature search in

124PubMed, in October of 2011, there were 64 results when

125searching for ‘‘posterior cruciate ligament and brace’’. Of

126these results, 8/64 articles focused on outcomes specifically

127associated with utilizing a PCL brace on an injured PCL

128knee. Of these eight articles, five were relevant to the

129history of PCL bracing. When performing a literature

130search for ‘‘posterior cruciate ligament and brace and his-

131tory’’, two articles were found, neither of which was rele-

132vant to PCL bracing.

133Very few knee braces have been specifically developed

134to ensure stability in PCL-injured knees. Often, knee braces

135that have been developed for general knee instability or an

136ACL injury have been adapted to function as PCL braces.

137One of the earliest examples of a functional knee brace was

138the Lenox Hill derotation brace [36]. This brace was

139developed to treat chronic knee instability resulting from

140any ligament deficiency, including PCL insufficiency.

141Today, the single clinically validated PCL-specific brace

142available is the PCL-Jack brace (Albrecht, Stephanskir-

143chen, Germany), which provides support to the PCL-

144injured knee following an injury [17].

145Biomechanical characteristics of the posterior cruciate

146ligament

147One of the main reasons for the lack of focused attention on

148research of the PCL is due to its decreased incidence of

149injury compared to the ACL. This decreased injury inci-

150dence is perhaps in part due to the strength of the PCL

151relative to the ACL. One of the first studies regarding PCL

152strength reported the PCL to have twice the ultimate tensile

153strength of the ACL while the stiffness values of the two

154ligaments were shown to be similar [22]. Further under-

155standing of the biomechanical characteristics of the PCL

156could lead to improved PCL brace design.

157Recent studies have reported the position, length

158and load of the PCL during dynamic testing on human

159knees with magnetic resistance imaging (MRI) biplane
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160 studies [7, 18, 23, 27]. Their results demonstrate the

161 attachment sites, elevation and deviation angles with

162 respect to three-dimensional space, the amount of twisting

163 and the length of the PCL during the dynamic lunges and

164 squats. When considering the knee to be a mechanical

165 model, a ligament can be modelled as a tension spring. If

166 the length of the ligament increases, there is greater tension

167 on the ligament and thus more force exerted on the liga-

168 ment by the surrounding anatomy. The results of these MRI

169 studies demonstrated consistent findings that the length of

170 the PCL increases when the knee is under load as it flexes

171 from 0� to 90� of flexion [7, 18, 23, 27]. Additional studies

172 found the same trend and then further reported that the PCL

173 length was relatively constant from 105� to 120� of flexion

174 and then decreased in length from 120� to 135� of flexion

175 [18, 27]. Biplane studies demonstrate that during dynamic

176 activities, there is a consistent and variable change in the

177 length of the PCL relative to the knee flexion angle.

178 Another study estimated the in vivo forces on the

179 cruciate ligaments during dynamic motions [7]. This

180 study used a combination of motion analysis and elec-

181 tromyography of the leg muscles as inputs into a bio-

182 mechanical knee model to estimate the forces produced

183 on the PCL. Forces were calculated during two motions: a

184 forward and a side lunge while the subject was holding

185 dumbbell weights. The results of the study reported PCL

186 forces to be between 205 Newtons (N) and 765 N during

187 these activities. Significantly higher loads were reported

188 at the higher knee flexion angles of both the descent and

189 ascent portion of the forward and side lunges than at the

190 lower flexion angles. The forward lunge reported consis-

191 tently higher forces on the PCL than the side lunge [7].

192 While the accuracy of this study is dependent upon the

193 accuracy of the model, it provides an estimate of the

194 nominal in vivo loads that could be exerted on the PCL

195 during heavy athletic activities. The results clearly dem-

196 onstrate trends of changing force on the PCL relative to

197 knee flexion angles.

198 Cadaveric testing has defined the in situ forces on the

199 PCL [10, 14]. Using the principle of superposition with a

200 six degree-of-freedom robot (DOF), the forces on the PCL

201 with various posterior drawer loads over a range of knee

202 flexion angles have been reported. The forces on the

203 anterolateral and posteromedial bundles were measured

204 and when combined, a variable increase in the PCL force

205 was observed from 0� to 90� of knee flexion [10]. With an

206 applied 110 N posterior tibial load, the forces on the PCL

207 increased from an average of 35 N at 0� of knee flexion up

208 to 112 N at 90� of knee flexion [10]. Harner et al. [14]

209 measured the in situ PCL forces using a 134 N posterior

210 tibial load and reported that the forces increased from 30 to

211 127 N from 0� to 90� of knee flexion and decreased to

212 108 N at 120� of knee flexion.

213The PCL forces were also measured by Markolf et al.

214[25] with 16 human cadaveric knee specimens where the

215femoral PCL-attachment site was cored out and then con-

216nected to a load cell. This direct measurement reported the

217forces on the PCL while a posterior tibial load was gen-

218erated by a six DOF robot throughout a 0�–120� range of

219motion. As the knee was flexed from 0� to 5� of flexion, the

220force on the PCL decreased. Then, the force on the PCL

221increased in a nonlinear nature as the knee was flexed up to

222105� of flexion. Finally, the force decreased in a nonlinear

223nature as the knee was flexed to 120� of flexion [25]. The

224results demonstrated that the PCL had a variable tension

225throughout the range of motion (Fig. 1). In summary,

226biomechanical research reports a consistent trend with

227tensile forces on the PCL varying with knee flexion. This is

228valuable information that should be incorporated into

229future brace designs.

230Clinical characteristics of the posterior cruciate

231ligament

232Gravity and the dynamic loads from the hamstrings provide

233a posterior force onto the tibia when a patient is lying

234relaxed in the supine position, causing the so-called pos-

235terior sag sign [24, 34]. If knee joint positioning is not

236properly controlled during rehabilitation and healing, these

237forces can cause the PCL to heal in an elongated position,

238resulting in long-term joint instability [19, 31]. With

239properly controlled joint position, however, such as that

240provided by a brace that applies an anterior force directed

241to the posterior proximal tibia, this issue has been reported

242to be improved. The brace used by Jacobi et al. [17], the

243PCL-Jack brace (Fig. 2a), has fifteen levels of manual

244adjustment, each of which reportedly provides a constant

245spring-loaded anterior force to the tibia. The constant force

Fig. 1 Graph of the in vivo PCL forces versus knee flexion angle

with a 100 N posterior tibial force in 16 cadavers as measured with a

bone cap and force transducer in a robot, reprinted with permission

from Arthroscopy [25]
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246 applied to the tibia for each level of the brace reportedly

247 does not change throughout the 0�–90� range of motion

248 that the brace allows. The benefit and effect that this brace

249 produces is the force to counteract the posterior sag of the

250 tibia. A clinical validation study performed with this brace

251 demonstrated a significant improvement in bilateral com-

252 parative Rolimeter arthrometer (Aircast; DJO, Vista,

253 California, USA) measurements. The patients wore the

254 brace for the first 4 months following their injury and

255 improved from an average of 7 mm of initial posterior sag

256 to 2 mm of posterior sag 12 months later [17]. This brace

257 was also utilized in a rehabilitation protocol for 6 months

258 following a double bundle PCL reconstruction for grade-III

259 PCL tears (both isolated and combined) in 31 patients [33].

260 The operative technique and rehabilitation resulted in an

261 average PCL stress radiograph improvement from

262 15.0 mm preoperatively to 0.9 mm at an average of

263 2.5 years postoperatively when compared to the contra-

264 lateral knee [33]. While all patients were noted to be

265 compliant with PCL brace wear in this study, brace wear

266 compliance has not been demonstrated well in other

267 studies.

268 Two other studies reported on the benefit of applying

269 anterior forces to a tibia during PCL healing to restore

270 normal tibiofemoral position [1, 19]. Ahn et al. [1] reported

271 on 38 patients with acute isolated PCL tears who under-

272 went the same rehabilitation protocol with an average

273 follow-up of 24 months Their rehabilitation included a

274 long-leg cast with an anterior force directed to the tibia

275 while at full extension for 3 weeks. Upon removing the

276 cast, a brace applying an unknown static spring-loaded

277 anterior force to the posterior proximal tibia was worn for

278 another 6 weeks. Posterior tibial translation was measured

279 with a KT-1000 arthrometer (MEDmetric, San Diego, CA,

280USA), and results were reported from the initial evaluation

281and the most recent follow-up evaluation (average of

28251.7 months post-injury). Sixteen patients with grade I

283injuries improved from 4.5 mm of posterior tibial transla-

284tion to 3.8 mm, and seventeen patients with grade II inju-

285ries significantly improved from 7.9 to 5.9 mm [1]. This

286study shows the ability of an anterior force to counteract

287posterior sagging immediately following a PCL injury to

288improve PCL healing and to reduce, but not resolve,

289residual position knee laxity. Jung et al. [19] followed a

290similar protocol using long-leg casting with an unspecified

291anterior force for 6 weeks followed by a spring-loaded

292anterior force PCL brace for 6 weeks in 17 subjects.

293Improvement was reported in mean side-to-side difference

294as measured by a KT-1000 arthrometer from 6.2 mm prior

295to immobilization to 3.0 mm at the most recent follow-up

296(minimum of 2 years post-injury). Overall, clinical out-

297comes have reported improvements by reducing PCL laxity

298with anterior directed forces to the tibia during healing of

299PCL injuries. A clinical recommendation has been sum-

300marized for PCL brace wear for patients with isolated PCL

301injuries (Table 1).

302Rehabilitation of the posterior cruciate ligament injury

303While the use of braces in the rehabilitation of PCL injuries

304largely lacks supporting evidence, clinicians recommend

305that patients with PCL injuries use PCL braces [13]. In

306performing a PubMed search using keywords ‘‘posterior

307cruciate ligament and rehabilitation and brace’’, 31 publi-

308cations were identified. Of these results, 8/31 articles were

309relevant because they used bracing strategies during reha-

310bilitation of PCL injuries. While the rational for bracing

311may be varied due to different patient needs, typical rea-

312sons for PCL bracing include: to protect the reconstructed

313PCL and prevent graft elongation (rehabilitative), to assist

314PCL healing in nonoperative cases (rehabilitative), to

315provide external stability to a PCL-deficient knee (func-

316tional), or to mitigate the development or progression of

317osteoarthritis in the PCL-deficient knee (prophylactic).

318The use of rehabilitative bracing in postoperative care

319follows various protocols. Publications have reported

320rehabilitation methods using a long-leg knee brace locked

321in extension, or the use of an immobilizer with or without a

Fig. 2 Photograph of examples of available PCL Knee Braces shown

on a right knee: a PCL-Jack Brace, b Ossur CTi brace with static PCL

strap addition, c DonJoy Armor brace with static PCL strap addition

(photo credit: Joe Kania)

Table 1 Recommended guidelines for use of a dynamic PCL brace

for isolated PCL tears

Phase (weeks) Brace use

Acute (0–6) At all times, except to shower and change clothes

Subacute (7–12) At all times, except to shower and change clothes

Chronic ([12) Cases of fixed posterior translation (primarily

for preoperative treatment)
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322 foam cushion for anterior tibial support, for the first

323 4–6 weeks postoperatively to prevent posterior tibial sag

324 [9, 30, 35]. While use of this bracing protocol may be

325 widespread, little evidence exists to support the biome-

326 chanical efficacy of either of these bracing methods.

327 Additionally, the duration of bracing appears to follow soft

328 tissue healing rather than ligament maturation timelines. It

329 has been reported that it takes 6 weeks for early biological

330 healing of soft tissues from repairs and reconstructions to

331 occur, so care must be taken to avoid loading the PCL

332 repair or reconstruction soon after surgery [13]. For this

333 reason, PCL brace wear is believed to be most successful

334 when used for the first 6 weeks after injury or post-surgi-

335 cally. In the authors’ experience, use of a PCL brace may

336 alleviate a fixed posterior translation of the knee, but it has

337 not been found to restore joint stability. Another approach

338 to protect the PCL postoperatively is to use a PCL brace for

339 6 months following double bundle PCL reconstruction as

340 previously described [33]. Good to excellent functional

341 results have been demonstrated in nonoperative PCL

342 patients treated with a PCL-Jack brace for a 4-month

343 duration [17].

344 The use of return to sport (functional) braces has largely

345 been based on the surgeon and physical therapist’s personal

346 preferences. In ACL reconstruction, many patients report

347 an increased sense of postural stability with brace use

348 postoperatively; however, these results have not been val-

349 idated in a PCL-deficient patient population [26]. The PCL-

350 Jack brace, while providing the tibia with constant anterior

351 pressure, is too bulky and restrictive of full range of motion

352 to be practical for everyday use or use in sports activities.

353 For patients who desire to have a near full range of motion,

354 PCL braces exist that provide a posterior directed force on

355 the proximal femur and an anterior directed force on the

356 proximal tibia through static straps. The Ossur CTi

357 (Fig. 2b) and DonJoy Armor (Fig. 2c) braces are among

358 several similar products developed by various bracing

359 companies that use static strapping strategies to attempt to

360 provide stability. In theory, the forces provided by these

361 functional braces prevent knee instability due to an injured

362 PCL, but there currently are no clinical or biomechanical

363 studies that validate their effectiveness. In the authors’

364 experience, some difficulty and instability occur in rapid

365 descending or deceleration activities for patients while

366 using these functional braces.

367 In theory, the application of a prophylactic brace that

368 applies an anterior force to the posterior proximal tibia

369 should allow for a normalization of the joint contact forces,

370 and a reduction in the rate of osteoarthritis development

371 [32]. Unfortunately, no evidence currently exists to support

372 this theory. The development of patellofemoral and medial

373 compartment osteoarthritis in chronic grade-III PCL tear

374 patients treated nonoperatively is well recognized [15].

375Strobel et al. [34] reported that after 5 years of a PCL

376deficiency, 78 % of patients showed medial femoral con-

377dyle articular cartilage degeneration. Until bracing tech-

378nology and research progresses, it is unlikely that brace use

379will be proven to be effective in limiting osteoarthritis

380development in the PCL-deficient knee.

381Discussion

382The most important finding of this review is that there

383currently is limited information evaluating the specific

384effectiveness of a PCL knee brace. Based upon our review

385of the literature, the purpose of a PCL brace should be to

386provide functional stability to a knee joint for either an

387acute injury to improve the healing potential of a torn PCL

388or to postoperatively protect a PCL reconstruction graft.

389There are very few clinical trials reporting the effectiveness

390of PCL rehabilitation that includes bracing, and these

391studies do not specifically note ‘‘why’’ or validate ‘‘how’’

392the brace used works. These studies also would have

393benefitted from a control group of patients who underwent

394rehabilitation without casting or bracing in order to com-

395pare the outcomes between the groups. Additionally,

396bracing the PCL-injured knee to mitigate the development

397of osteoarthritis or to allow individuals with PCL-deficient

398knees to return to sport with nonoperative treatment may

399also be future indications for a PCL knee brace. However,

400no biomechanical evidence exists to suggest that current

401PCL braces are capable of achieving these outcomes.

402The detailed biomechanical studies reported on in this

403review have demonstrated the dynamic changes in force on

404the PCL during knee flexion and provide evidence as to

405why the currently available static PCL braces are ineffec-

406tive at applying correct anatomic loads. These studies have

407reported that the PCL is in tension during knee motion to

408provide reaction forces anteriorly on the proximal tibia and

409posteriorly on the proximal femur and that this tension on

410the PCL changes based on the knee flexion angle. These

411anatomic forces applied to the knee by the native PCL

412should be reproduced by a PCL brace in the PCL-injured

413patient. For example, a PCL brace applying correct ana-

414tomic loading could be very helpful in stabilizing the knee

415for decelerating or descending activities. Biomechanical

416evaluation of the forces on the PCL during active motion

417has demonstrated a significant increase in the force on the

418PCL during posterior tibial translations and applied pos-

419terior tibial forces, such as the forces that are experienced

420in decelerating or descending activities. In order to provide

421correct anatomic loading and support during these types of

422manoeuvres, an ideal brace should reproduce and accom-

423modate for changes in PCL loading through the full range

424of motion of the activity. The static PCL braces currently
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425 on the market provide the same load throughout the range

426 of knee flexion and thus do not provide ideal support of the

427 knee joint during these types of activities.

428 Today, most PCL knee braces are fabricated and adap-

429 ted from existing ACL braces with modifications to the

430 strap positioning configurations. The one exception is the

431 PCL-Jack brace, which has been demonstrated to be

432 effective in supporting the tibia with a constant anterior

433 load. This brace, however, limits the patient to 0�–90� of

434 knee flexion; thus, it is considered a rehabilitation brace

435 and was not designed for sports performance. This is not

436 useful for a patient seeking a brace for long-term use or for

437 an athlete with a PCL injury looking for a stability brace to

438 allow a return to sports participation. An ideal functional

439 PCL brace would need to accommodate the larger range of

440 motion necessary for sports participation and be suffi-

441 ciently low profile enough to allow ease of movement on

442 the sports field.

443 It is the authors’ opinion that nonoperative and postop-

444 erative management of PCL injuries should incorporate the

445 use of a dynamic brace that supplies a constant anterior

446 tibial force, for 4–6 months. This will protect the PCL by

447 off-loading the forces that would have been applied to the

448 healing PCL. Considering the intended reason for using a

449 PCL brace—effectively acting in place of the natural PCL

450 anatomy—the forces a PCL-specific brace should apply to

451 the knee should be similar to the forces a healthy, intact

452 PCL would otherwise apply on the knee joint through

453 reactive forces. Following an injury, as the PCL heals, the

454 brace could slowly and safely reduce the external forces

455 applied to the joint to allow the native PCL to slowly

456 increase the internal joint reaction loads applied within the

457 knee. In an injured knee, anatomic remodelling occurs

458 through a process called mechanotransduction, where cells

459 sense and respond to mechanical loads [20]. Thus, wearing

460 a PCL brace may be more beneficial than wearing an

461 immobilizer following an injury. Slowly stressing the lig-

462 ament over time as it is healing should allow it to regain

463 strength at a safe rate.

464 The results of the biomechanical literature search

465 suggest that a PCL brace would ideally apply an anterior

466 force to the posterior proximal tibia and a posterior force

467 on the anterior proximal femur. The nominal load applied

468 by the brace should change based on the knee flexion

469 angle. The brace should also have adjustability to change

470 the magnitude of the nominal load for the activity being

471 performed. For example, lying supine will require less

472 force than walking, which requires less force than running

473 or squatting. In the absence of biomechanical evidence

474 validating the loads applied to the knee by PCL braces,

475 however, brace use is likely to remain subject to clinician

476 preference. Further research into this topic is necessary to

477 validate the use of a dynamic PCL brace to avoid previous

478failed historical attempts at PCL bracing, such as olecr-

479anization of the patella [21].

480Conclusions

481In conclusion, this review suggests that in order to best

482support the PCL-injured knee joint, a properly designed

483PCL brace should apply a force that varies with knee

484flexion angle to mimic the anatomic forces applied by the

485PCL in the healthy, intact knee. There is currently no brace

486available with biomechanical evidence that satisfies these

487requirements.

488Currently, the main conclusions to be drawn for the

489effectiveness of a PCL brace are from clinical trials that

490report improvement in objective and subjective criteria

491with regards to the patient’s knee function and comfort

492level when performing various activities. Further research

493is needed for biomechanical and clinical validation of knee

494braces’ effectiveness with regards to supporting a knee

495with a grade I, II or III PCL injury or following a PCL graft

496reconstruction. Future biomechanical and clinical studies

497should evaluate PCL brace effectiveness with respect to the

498forces provided at varying knee flexion angles to ensure

499proper anatomic support is being provided.
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